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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Springer, Berlin | Basics and Applications | The essential
reference work on wound ballistics, this guide features the latest diagnostic and simulation
methods as well as information on the newest types of rounds. It covers every aspect of the
specialism from fundamentals to physics to bomb fragments. | The definitive interdisciplinary
reference work for wound ballisticsFundamentals in Physics, arms and ammunition,
ballisticsSimulating gunshot wounds: Virtopsy - a virtual autopsy method, combining CT, MRT and
surface scanning and Materials that reproduce the interaction of soft tissue, bone and blood vessels
with a bullet that penetrates the body.Wound ballistics for Short-range and long-range weapons,
fragments, such as those from bombs and hand grenades, gas jets from blanks, gas weapons, etc.,
"Non-lethal" weapons as used by the police, in military operations or in urban settingsSpecialist
knowledge and reference detailed tables: ballistic tables for typical ammunition, ballistic values for
numerous types of ammunition, including older types, materials properties, plus additional, hard-
to-find data. Most tables are in both metric and U.S. units., an extensive trilingual glossary of
specialized terminology in German, English and FrenchNEW: the latest diagnostic / simulation
methods and the latest types of ammunitionThe practice and application of wound ballistics...
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These types of publication is the ideal ebook readily available. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an extremely simple
way and it is just following i finished reading through this publication in which actually altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Lura Jenkins-- Ms. Lura Jenkins

Most of these ebook is the ideal pdf readily available. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Jordy Kihn-- Prof. Jordy Kihn
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